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SUMMARY

Nonperturbative quantum mechanical solutions of the

forced harmonic oscillator with radiation reaction damping are

obtained from previous analysis based on Stochastic Electro-

dynamics. The transition to excited states is shown to be to

coherent states which follow^ the classical trajectory. The

quantum Wigner distribution in phase space is constructed.

All the results are extended to finite temperatures. '^-"^>.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we address ourselves to the quantum

problem of an harmonically bounded charged particle in contact

with a heatbath (blackbody radiation). Since the particle is

charged we also have dissipation effects due to radiation

reaction which is always present. We also include an external

electromagnetic force with arbitrary time dependence in order

to see how the excited states are generated by the external

disturbance.

For simplicity we restrict the analysis to the

onedime.iiional case. The reader will find no difficulty in

exten- * § the results to the three dimension motion.

He approach the above problem indirectly. We first

anal•/•*<» the same system within the framework of Stochastic

Elect: //dynamics (SED) where the problem have a simple solution

As v will see this analysis will be useful1 to solve the

p r o em within the Quantum Mechanics (QM) context.

2. STOCHASTIC ELECTRODYNAMICS APPROACH

The classical equation of motion in SED is:

nx - - a>ü)|x - m u | T X + eE x (t) - | 3 t
e x t (1)

where T " 5 e1/me3 . The term proportional to x is an

approximation of the radiation reaction force , E
x<

fc) is

the random electromagnetic field of S£JD and \ At) is the

vector potential of an external deterministic force turned on
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at t = O . The effects of the magnetic random field and the

space dependence of E It) and A ( t ) have been neglected

because the motion is nonrelativistic .

The above linear equation has a simple solution

namely:

x(t) = xc(t) + xf(t> (2)

wi>«»re x It) is the deterministic trajectory (obtained by

putting E = 0 in (1)) and xf(t> is the fluctuating part

generated by the random fields.

The stationary statistical properties of x. are

well known ' '. We can consider xf as a random walk with

infinite steps and such that the ensemble average of x. ,

denoted by

is given by

denoted by <xf> , is zero but the variance, at temperature T,

.(1,3)

where pf = raxf .

According to the central limit theorem the probability

distribution Q_(x,t) in the configuration space is given by

the following gaussian function '

(x-:
exp I -

Q_(x,t) = * (4)

valid for any temperature.

As was pointed out before*1'3*, when A »0 ,
oxc

that i s x c » 0 , QTU,t) coincides with the quantun distribution
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of an harmonic oscillator at temperature T . In fact for this

system QM gives for the probability distribution the following

expression11'3t7):

* Jo '*níX)|í
exp (- x2/2<x|>

= QT(x,O) (5)

where Z is the partition function and •„(*) are eigen-

functions of the unperturbed harmonic oscillator.

When T = 0 but A . 4 0 we have

exp -
Qo(x,t) = =Z=Z • l*o(x-xc)|

z , Í6)

which is valid for any time t > 0 .

The above expression will guide us to the solution

of the quantum problem at T » 0 .

3. QUANTUM MECHANICS APPROACH

In this case the complete (dissipation included)

Schrõdinger equation is:

where A(t) « *ext(t) •
 A
rad

<fc^ a n d Arad<fc) ia the ra«-!iation

reaction vector potential (clas.icaly speaking since vo are not

considering quantized electromagnetic fluids).
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The previous result (6) of SED suggest us to look

for a solution of (7) in the form

• (x,t> = 4>o(x-x ) exp è (p • ? A) x - £ g (8)

where x is the same as before , p = mi and g(t) is ac c c

function to be determined by substituting ij/(x,t) into (7).

After a short calculation we obtain that (8) satisfies (7)

only if

mxc = -muo xc - | ext rad
3t (9)

and

g(t) ^ t + dt1 . -±=—2 ^ t 2m

0

(10)

Equation (9) is the Abraham-Lorentz equation (1)

in the absence of the random field. Therefore dissipation is

included in our QM approach. If we approximate the radiation
3A

|reaction force - |

general solution:

by -mw? T X C equation (9) has a

xc(t) = mBx. • 2p9 ̂
4m <JJ i j

8en(a) t) + x cosl(iilt)

S||

(11)

where 6 = ninig x , *\ = w0 - S
2/4 and x0 and p0 are free

parameters representing the initial position and kinetic
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momentum,respectively,of a particle following the classical

trajectory xc(t) .

For each pair of parameters x0 and p0 we can

construct functions i|> (x,t) which are different exact
xo »Po

solutions of the Schrõdinger equation (7).

These functions are usually called coherent states

of the harmonic oscillator and can be expanded using the basis

$n(x) as

IQ\

where

Jo

an ^L exp [- f • i i^Çs. + ftnf - g)] , (12a)

T (12b)

and

IÍCÜO O = 5mXp + -j muj (12c)

If that is, when the radiation reaction

force is neglected, one can show that the set of states

(8)
<|> „ (x,t) is complete

this case is written as:

Ths completeness relation in

dp, (y,t) ty* (x,t)
xo'Po

I
n=0

<(in<y) 6{x-y) H3)
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When x ̂  0 the set ^ (x,t) is complete only
xo »Po

at t = 0 . The reason for this is that for t > 0 the damping

factors exp (- 4p ) in (11) provides the evanishment from x (t)

of the terms which depends on the arbitrary initial conditions.

The propagator of an arbitrary solution * tx,t),
XP

denoted by K(x,t*-t) , and defined as:

(x,t) = ! dx« K<x,x'|t) * (x',0) , (14)
i «0»P0
—0»

can be easily obtained since we know the analytical expressions

of the infinite set of solutions 4» (x,t) of Schrõdinger
*o #Po

equation. We can express K(x,x'|t) in a closed form namely

i 1 2
K(x,x-|t) . Í

L

where y_(t) « x (t) + i
+ I Aext(t)

'c c mu>o
w i t h analogous

expression for yG (xc and pr replaces xc and p respectively

and Aex t(0) « 0 ) .

4. PHASE SPACE DISTRIBUTION AT FINITE TEMPERATURES

The Kigner(9'10) distribution associated with the

coherent state *X|)/p (x,t) has a simple form:
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W0(x,p,t> = ^L dy <|»* n (x+y,t) ip (x-y,t)

lift
(16)

This distribution coincides exactly with the phase

space probability distribution of SED ' at zero temperature

because in thj.s case the variances of the fluctuating coordinate

x- and fluctuating kinetic momentum p f = mxf are <x|> =

= n/2mu>o and <pi> = tama/2 respectively as can be seen from

(3).

(9)
The continuity equation for W0(x,p,t) can be

written as

• L(t) w, . 0 (17)

where the operator L(t) = x (t) -^ + Pc(t) -|- can be used

in order tc compute the time evolution of the probability

distribution in phase space. This can be done by means of the

formula

t
1

0) . (18)
J

0

W,|x,p,t) = exp T- dt1 L(t')j W0(x,p,

This result is general since it follows from the

local conservation of matter.

This general law of local conservation of the

probability distribution will help us to extend formula (16)

for nonzero temperatures. Firstly we recall previous results
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obtained by some authors ' for the Wigner distribution of

the free harmonic oscillator at temperature T namely

which is valid when A-v*.^' = 0 (t £ 0) . Secondly we propagate

W_,(x,p,0) according to the general law (18). The result is

( x - > 2 2

l_ F x p 2<p|> Jexpl
W_(x,p,t) = — (20)
T 2TT /<3cp

which is, as it should be, exactly the phase space distribution

which is obtained in S£D directly from (1), (2), (3), and the

central limit theorem.

5. ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Before passing to our final comments let us briefly

discuss another example which is the motion of the charged

particle in a constant magnetic field § but also subjected

e extto an external force - - TTZ with arbitrary time dependence.

If § is parallel to the z direction we have free motion

along this axis. By studying the random motion of this system

in x,y plane by means of SED we conclude that '

f <x-x it))2 • (y-yo(t)
exp 2 _ c

)HJ
Q0(x,y,t) = , (21)
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i s the probability distribution at zero temperature because

now <x|> = <y|> = fi/itiWg . Here a>_ = eB/mc . As before

x (t) and y_(t) are the projections of the classical deterministic
c c
trajectories on the x and y axis.

In QM the corresponding Schrõdinger equation is:

in If . ii-ilrf-!1?-!*'2* <22>

where £.(t) = Â .(t) + ̂ rad
 i n c l u d e s t n e dissipation through

the action of the radiation reaction potential A , .

The comparison with the SED result (21) suggest us

to look for an exact solution in the form:

iMr,t) - uo(x-x <t) , y-y (t)) exp ±* * £ r . p (23)

where uo(x,y) is the ground state wave function of a charged

particle in a constant magnetic field B namely :

(xz+y2)mw*** L[-
uo(x,y) « -====L • <24>

/2irft/muB

He have checked that (23) is solution of (22)

provided that p is the deterministic vector function defined

by

Bxr
Pc = »r c + | -2-2 • | X(t) (25)

which must be constructed by integrating the Abraham-Lorentz

equation of motion
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~ ! á tX.xt

The fi'nction g must be such that:

one
(27)

The above results are validy at zero temperature.

The extension to T > 0 can be easily done within the realm of

SBD(1'3> by replacing <x|> = ti/mü.B at T = 0 by

l ) (28)

We do not intended to discuss the details of such extension in

QM for this particular example because of the great analogy

with the preceeding case of onedimensional harmonic oscillator.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We want fo finish our discussion with a few remarks.

Firstly we note the strong symilarity between SED and QM for

those two simple examples. This is known since 1963 from the

work by Marshall on the free harmonic oscillator. Another

important point, concerning the similarity between SED and QM

are the transitions, to the excited states of the harmonic

oscillator, induced by the external field. We have found that

it is not possible to excite the particle to a pure state

4>n<x) (n>0) , if we start from the ground state and disturb

the system with a controllable deterministic external force,
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despite of its arbitrary time dependence. What we have found

is that a coherent state is generated and all the excited

states are instantaneously populated according to the Poisson

distribution Pn = o
n exp(-a)/n! as can be seen from (12a).

This observation rises again an interesting question concerning

a fundamental difference between SED and QM. In SED there

is no excited states, with discrete and sharp energy levels,

as there is in time independent QM. The energy is continuously

distributed' . Despite of this fundamental difference both

theories are up to now indistinguishable ' from the

experimental point of view as far as the harmonic oscillator

is concerned. In our QM theoretical analysis of the forced

harmonic oscillator we have not been able to decide affirmatively

about the real existence of pure excited states. We have

concluded that any time dependent deterministic external

disturbance excites quantum coherent states out of the ground

state. This is entirely consistent with SED as far as

probability distributions are concerned.
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